What time is it? Ah, it’s only eleven o’clock… I’ll sleep a bit longer. And when I wake up, I’ll make a big breakfast and then perhaps I’ll watch TV all day!

Neal,
My parents are coming for lunch. They are going to arrive at about eleven o’clock. Make sure you clean the house! Lunch is in the oven, don’t forget it or it’ll burn.
See you later,
Kate
Future will

• For **spontaneous decisions** that we make at the moment of speaking
  
  *I don’t like this bag. I won’t buy it.*

• For **promises**
  
  *Ok mum. I won’t do it again.*

• For **warnings and threats**
  
  *Be quiet or I’ll tell your mum.*

• For **predictions**
  
  *I think he’ll pass the test.*
Future going to

• For actions that we intend to do in the future.
  
  *I’m going to study* Biology next year.

• For predictions based on evidence.
  
  *Look at that car! It’s going to crash.*
Present progressive

• For actions that we have planned to do in the near future (we mention the time)

*I’m visiting my grandparents tonight.*

*She’s meeting her friend at 8 o’clock.*
• Clic here to learn more.
• Clic here to practise.